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The following are the terms related to your use of Jax Kitchen’s refrigeration equipment.  

Storage Pricing: (If available - monthly rate) 

Walk-in Cooler:    Half-shelf $25  -  Whole-shelf $40  

Walk-in Freezer:  Half-shelf $25  -   Whole-shelf $40 

Other refrigeration equipment:    varies by size 

      Storage and electricity fee (your equipment):   varies by size 

Client agrees that Jax Kitchen is not liable for any equipment failure or for acts of nature such as but not limited 

to flood, storm damage and/or power failure.  Jax Kitchen will attempt to keep the equipment in working order 

but equipment failures do occur and take time to repair. 

In the event that refrigeration equipment will not operate as needed to protect your food, you will be notified as 

soon as the determination is made that the equipment cannot be made operational. Please keep in mind that we 

may not know that the was not operating until the food is already spoiled.  At that time, you need to make 

alternative arrangements for your food.  Jax Kitchen may have availability with Jax Kitchen’s other equipment 

for you to relocate your food. 

Spoiled Food Replacement:  Jax Kitchen, for an additional fee, will provide replacement cost for your spoiled 

food stored in Jax Kitchen’s refrigeration equipment. In order to make a claim, Jax Kitchen’s refrigeration 

equipment must have failed and caused the spoilage.  You will need to show Jax Kitchen the spoiled food along 

with a list of each item lost. Together we must both agree on a reasonable cost (out-of-date food will not be 

replaced).  Jax Kitchen’s staff may move your food to alternate storage to prevent spoilage.  The maximum 

claim that will be paid is $500 and only two claims can be made per contract year.  

        Spoiled Food Replacement Cost:  $15 - monthly 

I   chose꙱   /   decline꙱  the replacement option described above. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Agreement have duly executed it on the date set forth below. 

CLIENT Jax Kitchen, LLC 

Company name :__________________ 

Signed by:_______________________  Signed:__________________________ 

Name:___________________________ Name:___________________________ 

Position:_________________________ Position:_________________________ 

Date:____________________________ Date:____________________________ 
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